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Abstract

This paper proposes a Bay&an network approach to fault diagnosis in
distributed computer systems which use test tmnsactions  @robes). A
lower bound on the MPE diagnosis accuracy is derived and analyzed
with respect to the problem parameters. An empirical study of a local-
inference approximation scheme (algorithm approx-mpe( 1)) yields use-
ful insights on the algorithm’s behavior and its applicability to the con-
sidered class of diagnosis problems: the approximation quality is higher
for higher-MPE (“bigher-quality”)  networks and “degrades gracefully”
with noise.

1 Introduction

Tbe increasing complexity of distributed computer systems makes their performance man-
agement more and more challenging, and requires efficient inference techniques for vat%
ous diagnosis and prediction tasks. In this paper, we consider fault diagnosis in distributed
systems using test transactions, or probes. A distributed system can be represented by
a “dependency graph”, where nodes can be either hardware elements (e.g., workstations,
servers, routers) or software components/services, and links can represent both physical
and logical connections between the elements (see Figure la). A probe is a specific tram-
action (e.g.,ping or tracemute command, test mail message, or web-page access request),
sent from a workstation (“probing station”) to a serves (or router) which can test a patic-
ular service (ix, IP-connectivity, database- or web-access). A set of probe outcomes (e.g.,
response times or return codes) can be used to diagnose the states of system components
(e.g., fault/no fault). Given the probe outcomes, the diagnosis task is to find the most-likely
set of stata of the elements.

We use a graphical probabilistic framework of Bayesian networks [9] that provides a com-
pact factorized representation for multivaiate probabilistic distributions, and a convenient
tool for probabilistic inference. Since the exact inference in Bayesian  networks is generally
hard @P-hard) [ 11, we focus on approximation techniques. Tbe complexity of inference
is usually associated with a large size of probabilistic dependencies recorded during in-
ference (clique size, or induced width). Thus, a popular approximation approach is to
restrict the complexity by focusing only on local interactions. We use a local inference
approach lcnown  as mini-bucket approximation for finding MPE [3,8]‘, which controls the

‘A closely related example is local belief propagation [9], a linear-time approximation which
became a surprisingly effective state-of-the at technique in error-correcting coding [4].














